Ellipsoidal particles for liquid chromatography: Fluid mechanics, efficiency and wall effects.
Ellipsoidal particles are investigated as packing media for liquid chromatography using high resolution fluid mechanics and Brownian dynamics simulations. The simulations are conducted with packed capillary columns, as well as beds with periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) to study transport in the absence of wall effects. The performance of ellipsoidal particles is evaluated over a range of aspect ratios. The definition of effective diameter used to compare sphere and ellipsoidal particle performance metrics is presented and discussed along with scaling relationships which are necessary to compare sphere and ellipsoidal particle packs. Ellipsoidal particle packs are found to be inferior to sphere packs using PBCs to study chromatographic dispersion. The separation impedance was calculated with PBCs and shown to be approximately the same with ellipsoidal particles as those of spheres. Efficiency of ellipsoidal packs, as measured by plate height, is lower than spherical particle packs and the pressure drop is higher than sphere packs when using PBCs. However, a smaller wall effect is shown for ellipsoidal particles when packing cylindrical capillaries. Radial variations in packing porosity and in flow within the wall region are smaller for ellipsoidal packings. The minimum reduced plate height and the separation impedance for the packed capillaries clearly demonstrate the advantages of ellipsoidal particles compared to spherical particles. This predicted performance advantage remains to be demonstrated in actual practice.